The project of public reason liberalism faces a basic problem: publicly justified principles are typically too abstract and vague to be directly applied to practical political disputes, whereas applicable specifications of these principles are not uniquely publicly justified. One solution could be a legislative procedure that selects one member from the eligible set of inconclusively justified proposals. Yet if liberal principles are too vague to select sufficiently specific legislative proposals, can they nevertheless select specific legislative procedures? Based on the work of Gerald Gaus, the paper argues that the only candidate for a conclusively justified decision procedure is a majoritarian or otherwise "neutral" democracy. If the justification of democracy requires an equality baseline in the design of political regimes and if justifications for the departure from this baseline are subject to reasonable disagreement, a majoritarian design is justified by default. Gaus' own preference for supermajoritarian procedures is based on disputable specifications of justified liberal principles. These procedures can only be defended as a sectarian preference if the equality baseline is rejected, but then it is not clear how the set of justifiable political regimes can be restricted to full democracies.
Introduction
Many versions of liberalism can be grouped under the label of "justificatory" or "public reason" liberalism. They share the idea that state coercion must be justified to all members of some adequately "qualified" or "reasonable" public; it must be publicly justified. 1 Core problems of this approach to political theory are disagreement and vague agreement. Due to deep and persistent disagreement among the members of the public, very little may be conclusively publicly justified. And to the extent that there are liberal principles that can be justified to all, these tend to be vague and abstract so that their interpretation and application remains unclear.
One solution to the problem of vague agreement could be procedures for choosing between competing specifications of justified principles. These procedures would work like an umpire who adjudicates between competing judgments about how justified principles ought to be applied to particular situations and problems. Yet if this solution requires the conclusive justification of specific procedures, the problems of disagreement and vagueness may simply resurface at a higher level. If liberal citizens cannot agree on conclusive specifications of vague liberal principles with respect particular political decisions, can we nevertheless expect them to be able to do so with respect to particular decision procedures?
Few proponents of public reason liberalism have tried to give systematic and detailed answers to these questions. One notable exception is Gerald Gaus who argues in Justificatory Liberalism (hereafter: JL) that the conclusive justification of umpiring procedures is necessary and that liberal principles imply non-neutral or supermajoritarian procedures. 2 Impartial reason, he claims, eliminates majority rule from the set of procedures eligible for use in legitimate liberal democracies. 3 His more recent The Order of Public Reason (OPR) reaffirms this position by denying that "we should ever aim at legislative systems that are strictly neutral between imposing and not imposing laws…" 4 Moreover, for Gaus the design of political institutions is not a theoretical afterthought 3 but crucial to the entire project of public reason liberalism: "Rather than seeking to restrain citizen inputs, the important project for justificatory liberals is to develop the theory of constitutional government that takes the real-world imperfect inputs we confront, and yields laws that tend to be publicly justified." 5 The way to do this is some form of supermajoritarianism.
This paper challenges these claims. It argues that if public reason liberalism can conclusively justify any specific procedure for democracy at all, this must be a fair and neutral one such as majority rule. 6 My critique differs from the arguments by other recent critics of Gaus. They reject his theory outright by rejecting at least one of his foundational principles. Most notably, they reject the "liberty" or "non-coercion" principle, on which Gaus' case for supermajoritarianism builds. 7 Perhaps this also explains why these critics haven taken little or no interest in his advocacy of supermajoritarian procedures. In contrast, the critique developed here is meant to be an internal one. I accept, for the purposes of this paper, the basic theoretical ideas and principles of JL (and OPR), but try to show that the case for supermajoritarianism must be rejected. One can fully embrace a moral bias against coercion and at the same time reject an institutional bias against legislation. Once this is recognized, Gaus' justification of democracy in JL implies a justification of majoritarian (or otherwise neutral) democracy.
The discussion of Gaus' views is complicated by the fact that some of them have changed since the publication of JL. OPR partly reaffirms and elaborates on some of his earlier positions, but it also abandons some crucial theoretical commitments of JL. My strategy is to focus first on his account in JL and only refer to Gaus' more recent arguments whenever I read these as clarifying or elaborating on his older ideas. Section 2 summarizes this account and section 3 criticizes the argument for supermajoritarian procedures. In a second step, in section 4, I consider some basic theoretical changes in OPR. These changes allow Gaus to defend his supermajoritarianism as a sectarian 4 preference, but they raise new worries about his justification of democracy. Section 5 concludes with a brief summary.
Justificatory Liberalism and Supermajoritarian Democracy
Justificatory Liberalism is based on two closely related principles. One is this:
The Public Justification Principle: A system of coercive laws is justified only if each and every member of the qualified public has adequate reason(s)
to accept it as a requirement. 8 This is a generic formulation. If the principle's conditions are met, the imposition of the system of laws by political authority is legitimate, and all members of the adequately idealized public have a duty to obey. Different liberal theories specify the principle differently, and Gaus' specification is very restrictive. First, he insists that each and every law has to be publicly justified, not just constitutional fundamentals. 9 Second, he rejects an ethical principle of restraint like Rawls' duty of civility. Hence even controversial reasons such as those based on religious beliefs can defeat public justification attempts. 10 Third, Gaus establishes a very restrictive default condition in the case that a public justification attempt fails:
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Non-Coercion Principle: Liberty is the norm. Respect for persons as free and equal requires that coercion always needs some special justification.
Unjustified coercion is wrong.
Gaus asserts that this principle is itself publicly justified and establishes the default condition for subsequent justification attempts. 12 For the justification of state action to be conclusive, it is not enough that all qualified members of the public can see that the state has some set of reasons for coercion. Instead, each member of the public, drawing on her own evaluative standards, must have all-things-considered reason to endorse the law 5 over the alternatives and over having no coercive law at all on this matter. 13 The onus of justification is on those that want to coerce others. Given the diversity of evaluative standards of the members of the public and the depth of their reasonable disagreement, successful public justification is thus extremely difficult to achieve. Much potential state action cannot be justified.
Indeed, the justifiability of political authority is in doubt: perhaps all laws lack sufficient justification. Gaus' justification of political authority is based on the idea that the typical situation is one of nested inconclusiveness. That is, it is possible to conclusively justify basic principles of justice, or basic rights of agency and jurisdiction, but these are unavoidably vague and indeterminate. Gaus emphasizes that the very vagueness or abstractness of principles greatly enhances their justifiability. 14 The problem is that the implications of vague principles remain unclear and inapplicable until they are interpreted and specified, but the competing interpretations and specifications are inconclusively justified against one another.
In more recent work, Gaus has specified this set of unvictorious but also undefeated interpretations as the optimal eligible set. 15 The idea is that the members of the qualified public disagree in their ranking of legislative proposals, so that no proposal is conclusively justified in a straightforward way. However, members can narrow down the set of proposals in two steps. First, they would use the Pareto principle: if all members agree that some proposal A is better than another proposal B, then B can be eliminated. This elimination of dominated proposals leads to the optimal set. Second, based on the non-coercion principle, members would also eliminate all proposals that at least one of them considers worse than no coercion. A law must be a "net improvement" on liberty. 16 This second type of elimination leads to the optimal eligible set.
How can liberal citizens narrow down the optimal eligible set further? How can they translate abstract principles into actual norms and policies and thereby avoid a demoralized social life? Gaus gives two complementary answers. The more recent 6 answer in OPR is based on a theory of social or cultural evolution and discussed in section 4. The answer of JL is a contractualist account of democracy: the members of the public can agree on a version of constitutional democracy as a sort of "umpire". They can conclusively justify procedures that select one member from the optimal eligible set.
The general structure of Gaus' justification of democracy is as follows. He first justifies the rule of law, which implies a principle of political equality. Then he defends democracy in a consequentialist and epistemic manner, arguing that democracy is "justification-tracking". More precisely, "the prime motivation of the contractors is to select a law-making institution that, as closely as possible, tracks the publicly justified morality." 17 Thirdly, he acknowledges that democracy may not be the most justificationtracking procedure but brings in the political equality principle to argue that departures from equality must be conclusively justified. And he argues that potentially more justification-tracking departures from equality such as Mill's plural voting scheme or constitutional judges as moral experts cannot be justified. Gaus' elegant justification of "adjudicative democracy" can thus be summarized in a single sentence:
Democracy is justified because, of all the law-making institutions that meet the tracking requirements, it is fair in the sense that it does not violate the principle of equality, and so is uniquely consistent with the rule of law as applied to the constitution. 18 Now let us look at some of the details. Gaus highlights two implications of the rule of law. The first is constitutionalism: the substantive principles of a liberal constitution specify those proposals that have been defeated (such as establishing a religion) and those principles that have been victoriously justified (such as free speech). 19 Hence the umpire is only empowered to adjudicate disputes within the optimal eligible set. 20 Gaus rightly maintains that without a basically just constitution, i.e. one that protects 7 victoriously justified principles, liberal politics is impossible. 21 The second component of the rule of law is the following principle:
The Political Equality Principle: "All inequalities of political authority must be justified; inequalities within the law-making institution must be conclusively justified. Inadequately justified differences in political authority are unjust." 22 Equality is thus a sort of baseline or default in the public justification of democratic institutions: "law-making institutions must not be characterized by political inequalities unless they can be conclusively justified." 23 Procedural equality implies anonymity and neutrality. Anonymity requires that the procedure's results are invariant when the voters' identities are changed but the overall structure of preferences remains unaltered. Mill's plural voting scheme, for example, violates anonymity. Neutrality requires that it is equally easy or difficult for different individuals' position to be upheld by the umpire; the process should not be biased towards some results rather than others.
Gaus makes clear that the non-coercion principle is the deeper principle in that it is a basic principle of social morality, whereas the equality principle is a component of the rule of law and applies only to office-holders (including voters). 24 Gaus rejects equality as a basic moral principle, according to which the onus of justification rests on every person who would make distinctions. 25 Since the non-coercion principle is the deeper principle, it can be the basis for departing from procedural equality.
JL says surprisingly little about the justification of the political equality principle.
The basic idea is that our interest in public justification is ultimately practical (rather than purely epistemological) and that the achievement of this practical aim is predicated on the fair resolution of disputes:
For justificatory liberalism the ideal of the rule of law has a telos-resolving conflicts fairly and providing a framework for cooperation through 8 decisions by an umpire-and so contains within it the criteria of its own perfection. That the telos is a fair resolution of disputes merits emphasis. A cardinal virtue of umpires is fairness or impartiality. 26 Gaus thus characterizes his argument for democracy as a mixture of consequentialist and fairness considerations. 27 Yet, despite this pride of place given to fairness, Gaus' discussion of departures from equality in JL is strikingly unbalanced.
When he discusses Mill's plural voting scheme (in chapter 14) and strong judicial review with judges as moral expert (in chapter 16), his focus is on the ways in which the arguments for these departures from equality are inconclusive. In contrast, his own case for supermajoritarian procedures is completed (in chapter 13) before he elaborates on the political equality principle (in chapter 14); and he does not even explicitly consider the question whether and how this case might be inconclusive.
So let us turn to Gaus' argument for supermajoritarianism. 28 The basic intuition is clear: since the non-coercion principle establishes a moral bias against coercion, legislative procedures must establish an institutional bias against legislation. He observes that the democratic umpire can make two types of mistakes: enacting "tyrannical laws"
that are not in the eligible set (false positives) and not enacting any laws when the set is non-empty (false negatives). His core idea is that the non-coercion principle implies that the former is worse than the latter. Hence: "the stringency of the requirements for justified impositions indicates that a system of adjudication should display a bias against justifying impositions"; 29 "a system with a general bias against legislation can be justified to all". 30 Gaus believes that this general argument works in two distinct cases: when there is agreement on the optimal eligible set and when there is disagreement on this set. For the case of agreement on the set, he says: For the case of disagreement the crucial assumption is that there are "wrongheaded" voters or representatives. Wrong-headed reformers wrongfully insist that some proposal is in the eligible set and thereby create the danger that democratic adjudication leads to false positives (tyrannical laws). Conversely, wrong-headed conservatives insist that some proposal is not in this set, when in reality it is, thereby creating the danger of false negatives (justified but not enacted laws). 32 While the problem of wrongheadedness is symmetric, the non-coercion principle seems to demand a bias against wrong-headed reformers: " [P] rocedures that make it difficult to enact laws are the main defense against those who would mistakenly press defeated or merely inconclusive proposals as eligible for adjudication, thus meriting legislative consideration". 33 Gaus
gives the example of the Clintons' health care plan, which is perhaps also applicable to Obama's health care plan. Many opponents of these plans "insist that no health care crisis exists, at least in a way that implies that an injustice is occurring." 34 With respect to political equality, Gaus agrees that if a system were biased against all the views of, say, Betty, this would be unacceptable. However, when the system is biased against Betty because she advocates legislation (e.g., health care reform), she can be given "good reason" for this. 35 
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Why Justificatory Liberalism implies majoritarian democracy
This section argues that Gaus' case for supermajoritarian democracy fails. The theory in JL implies majoritarian (or otherwise neutral) democracy -at least in the absence of special conditions such as structural minorities. The discussion focuses on the case of disagreement on the optimal eligible set (3.3). First, however, I briefly consider the case of agreement on this set (3.1) and a basic methodological issue in justifying political procedures (3.2).
Agreement on the optimal eligible set
Gaus' argument for the case of agreement about the optimal eligible set is that the members of the public would endorse a bias against legislation because the onus of justification is on those who would limit liberty (section 2). This argument is invalid, because, by definition of the eligible set, all of its proposals are conclusively justified against the case of no law at all. As he acknowledges in later work, all proposals "possess precisely the same degree of public justification," 36 so that there is no basis for institutionally privileging some of them over others. No one can claim it is a fundamental injustice if a proposal within the set not favoured by him or her is enacted. Ex hypothesi, there are no tyrannical laws on the table. Moreover, the political equality principle implies that there is an important form of injustice if there is an unjustified institutional bias against legislation within the optimal eligible set.
Decision procedures in non-ideal circumstances
The following discussion concerns a non-ideal world with potentially wrong-headed, strategic and (partially) self-interested actors. These real-world complications play a central role in Gaus' discussion of decision procedures in JL. It is important to note, therefore, that reasonable disagreement about how to deal with these complications may 11 be sufficient to undermine any argument for supermajoritarian decision rules. Consider two examples.
First, real-world actors may behave strategically in order to further their narrow self-interest, and supermajority rules may reinforce such behavior. This problem of strategic behavior has led authors like Goodin to reject minority vetoes. 37 Gaus voiced concerns very similar to Goodin's but came to a different conclusion. 38 Second, some of Gaus' arguments emphasize the real-world importance of transaction costs. Most notably, he claims that direct democracy and other radical democratic schemes are not publicly justified even if they were epistemically superior to representative democracy in an ideal world without transaction costs. 39 His arguments for supermajoritarianism, however, neglect transaction costs, even though these costs tend to create a sort of natural status quo bias in political processes. 40 Another well-researched source of natural bias is psychological: "the status quo bias is a general source of opposition to reform even when people regard the consequences of reform as an improvement". 41 Both forms of natural status quo bias may render supermajoritarian procedures superfluous.
While these sorts of empirically-based objections alone may be sufficient to undermine Gaus' arguments, the following discussion focuses on more basic conceptual objections. Ultimately, though, the two types of objections are related. The reason, as we will see, is that in a more ideal world without strategic behaviour and transaction costs, certain conceptual objections could likely be circumvented through the use of very complex decision procedures that would be extremely vulnerable to the problems of strategic behaviour and transaction costs.
Disagreement on the optimal eligible set
In the case of disagreement on the optimal eligible set, i.e., with wrong-headed agents, Gaus' idea is that the justified non-coercion principle can justify a bias against legislation. 12 Yet the kind of non-coercion principle that can reasonably be said to be publicly justified is much too vague and abstract for this purpose. Gaus implicitly shifts to a highly specific and sectarian interpretation of the non-coercion principle. I focus on three areas of reasonable disagreement: (a) the basic conception of the principle, (b) the conception of state coercion and (c) the relationship between the non-coercion principle and a harm principle that Gaus also considers to be publicly justified.
(a) The conception of the non-coercion principle. This conception is not spelled out in JL, but Gaus' argument clearly requires a distinctly deontological view, as he clarified in OPR. There he distinguishes a consequentialist "Baseline View" of state coercion from a deontological "Rights View". 42 According to the former, a non-coercive state of affairs does not stand in need of justification but all departures from it do.
According to the Rights View, there is a right not to be coerced, so that coercion needs to be justified, regardless of whether we are in a state of affairs with little or much coercion.
Gaus insists that some critics have mistakenly ascribed to him the Baseline View. 43 In OPR Gaus contends that both views "lead to a rejection of the neutrality constraint on legislative processes". 44 principle does not specify a goal that coercion be reduced", or "that unjustified coercion 13 be minimized…." 45 However, while he provides arguments for preferring the Rights View he gives no reason why the Baseline View should be outside of the eligible set of interpretations of the non-coercion principle. He states that normal moral agents do not find deontic reasoning "bizarre or clearly wrong", but the same is true with respect to consequentialist reasoning. 46 It is unclear how a deontic non-coercion principle could be justified to all members of the public. Realization View: While the coerciveness of a law is ultimately based on its enforcement, the passing of a law in some sense realizes, and completes, the coercive act.
Authorization View: Passing a law is a non-coercive act, which authorizes coercive acts and typically leads to a continuous pattern of such acts.
Gaus seems to embrace the Realization View. Thinking about a coercive law in terms of the "formal text" is a useful "simplification" for him; and while a more sophisticated view must take enforcement into account, "we cannot introduce all the complications at once". 47 The Authorization View starts from the observation that when a law is passed in the legislature, there is no coercion of citizens involved. Legislators merely get together, 14 talk, take votes and eventually publish a document in a certain way. What makes a law coercive is the threat of coercive acts in enforcing this law. And for this threat to be credible there must usually be some pattern of actual enforcement. The coerciveness of law is thus derived from its enforcement. Moreover, the coercive act is in no way completed by the passing of the law. To the contrary, actual coercion usually starts after the law has come into effect. The Authorization View therefore has no problem dealing with special cases. For instance, Gaus admits that there are non-coercive laws, e.g., a purely educational campaign. The Realization View can only deal with this by allowing an exception in which the individual law is not the unit of analysis, but has to be evaluated in conjunction with some other (taxation) law. 48 The Authorization View needs no exception here because it evaluates every law based on whether or not it has coercive consequences; and since an educational campaign requires funding, it is likely to have such consequences. Another special case is laws that are passed but not enforced. The
German Constitutional Court once nullified a tax law on the basis that the tax could not be enforced for certain types of incomes, thus leading to violation of the equality principle in taxation. If a law is published but not coercively enforced, and if this nonenforcement is common knowledge, the law is not obviously coercive.
The Authorization View does not imply supermajority procedures, because if coercion is in the enforcement of laws, the moral asymmetry between coercion and noncoercion does not create an asymmetry between the (potentially wrong-headed)
proponents and opponents of new laws. The Authorization View requires that we apply the right not to be coerced (assuming that there is such a right) to the coercive acts of enforcement rather than the legislative acts of authorization. For instance, Gaus argues in OPR that a higher tax rate -80 instead of 20 per cent -increases the number of coercive acts by that state (i.e. in the form of penalties) and the coerciveness of these acts (in the sense of increasing taxpayer's costs of taking certain actions). 49 Yet if the state wanted to pass an amendment law that reduces the tax rate from 80 to 20 per cent, the Realization 15 View would imply a bias against this law. This is a crucial problem for Gaus, which he does not discuss. 50 The Authorization View leads to a different result, regardless of whether or not we assume agreement on the consequence of the tax reduction. 51 If there was agreement that the tax reduction would result in fewer coercive acts -e.g., because the amendment law links tax reduction to expenditure reduction -the non-coercion principle would require that there be no bias against the new law, and perhaps even a bias in its favour. In the case of disagreement about the consequences -e.g. because some believe that the tax reduction will result in an increase of some other, more coercive, tax -the problem of wrong-headedness would be symmetric. Coercive acts outside of the optimal eligible set could result not only from wrong-headed reforms but also from wrong-headed non-reforms. The Authorization View implies that the problem of wrong-headedness is symmetric after all, so that the case for supermajoritarian procedures disappears.
But we have to be careful here. The problem of wrong-headedness is symmetric with respect to acts of authorization (i.e. laws), not with respect to acts of coercion.
Based on the Authorization View, Gaus could define the optimal eligible set with respect to coercive acts of enforcement and defend a sort of "temporally neutral" minority veto applying to all present acts of coercion. That is, if a minority of some size, say, 35 percent, is given the legal right to veto new authorizations of coercion, it should also have the right to veto past authorizations. This veto would allow a minority of some size to repeal any law and thus force the democratic state to either pass a new law with supermajoritarian support or to eschew legislation, thus letting (market) society decide.
For the minority veto envisaged by Gaus, in contrast, temporal sequences of legislation are crucial. Consider one of his examples in OPR. 52 A law L is proposed to replace existing law K, with the effect that a large group g 1 is coerced much less than before whereas a smaller group g 2 is coerced somewhat more. Gaus insists that the coercion of g 2 must still be justified and that a law like L, which moves us to a more just 16 or less coercive state, is not "necessarily justified" 53 . This is certainly correct but irrelevant for the issue of decision rules. The question is not whether L must be justified (of course it does) but whether an institutional bias against L and in favour of K is justified. Based on the Authorization View, this is not the case. Since laws authorize a continuous pattern of coercive acts, there is a continuous need to justify these acts of enforcement. It is far from clear why the requirement of public justification should end with the publication of some document. For instance, an existing law may turn out to be a false positive based on a wrong-headed proposal. Or it may have been within the optimal eligible set in the past but moved out of it due to changed background conditions or changes in other laws. It is Gaus who thinks that some coercion is "necessarily justified": he assumes that the coercion of g 1 is justified in the future, simply because it was authorized in the past. In contrast, a temporally neutral minority veto would treat the two laws K and L as if they were alternatives considered simultaneously.
This type of veto raises many positive and normative questions, and it is far from clear that it could be a stable institution. 54 Yet the point of the discussion has not been to propose this veto, but to show that a consistent argument for Gaus' temporally discriminating minority veto must be based not only the Rights View of the non-coercion principle but also on the Realization View of state coercion (or something close to it). By adopting these views, Gaus turns the generic presumption against coercion into a specific presumption against changes in a given pattern of coercive acts and hence in favour of legislative stability. Standard supermajority rules create an institutional asymmetry between reformers and conservatives that has no justification in the generic asymmetry between coercion and non-coercion. 57 The problem is that Gaus has never applied this idea of reversed onus to the discussion of decision rules. 58 To do this, we have to distinguish two stages of decisionmaking. The first stage is about whether or not there is harm (call this the harm question), the second about whether or not harm, if it has been established, needs to be regulated (the regulation question). In a world with wrong-headedness, but without strategic behaviour, liberal contractors might agree on a two-stage decision procedure. Gaus' arguments for supermajoritarianism would apply to the first stage. We might assume that the showing of harm must be conclusive, and since the non-coercion principle implies In light of these problems, a majoritarian procedure which decides the harm and the regulation question simultaneously seems as reasonable as the two-stage procedure with shifting minority vetoes. Moreover, if there is reasonable disagreement about how to deal with these problems, the majoritarian procedure is required by the egalitarian baseline. Hence even if we were to accept Gaus' deontological Rights View and the basic idea of a (temporally neutral) minority veto against coercive acts, reasonable disagreement about the harm of non-legislation renders the general case for such a veto inconclusive. 19 In sum, once we take account of the full range of relevant reasonable disagreements, the theory in JL implies a majoritarian or otherwise neutral form of democracy -at least in the absence of special conditions such as structural minorities.
Note that this conclusion is close to Gaus' own position when he began to develop his account of liberal democracy. 59 It follows directly from the combination of an equality baseline in institutional design and deep reasonable disagreements about departures from this baseline. Gaus' theory thus offers an alternative way to argue for the kind of democracy defended in more foundationalist egalitarian theories. 60 In JL Gaus wants to avoid this conclusion, but this avoidance is predicated on sectarian theoretical commitments.
Equality and history in the order of public reason
In OPR Gaus chooses a different way to avoid the justification of majoritarian democracy. He effectively abandons the egalitarian baseline in democratic design and moves to an entirely instrumentalist justification of a broad set of rights-protecting political regimes, within which history selects. This revised theory is consistent with a sectarian preference for supermajoritarianism, but it provides only a weak justification of democracy. I start with a rough summary of some basic features of OPR and then offer four comments on Gaus' revised position.
Gaus has moved away from the social contract tradition and towards a more evolutionary account of the authority of the liberal democratic state. He now insists that "justified social morality does not reduce to justified law." 61 A member of the optimal eligible set of social rules or norms can be selected by a path-dependent process of social or cultural evolution. This process may lead to a strategic (correlated) equilibrium on one member of the eligible set, so that every member of the public has reason to follow the norm if others do so as well. The norm is in this sense authoritative even if it is not seen as uniquely best by every citizen -and even if the historical process that selected it could 20 not itself be publicly justified. 62 Hence a social process that itself need not be justified can lead to a uniquely justified outcome without resort to the political process. 63 Democracy is not the only way of choosing within the optimal eligible set.
Representative democracy is still considered justified, but Gaus' justification has changed. In OPR he draws heavily on his justification in JL, but the political equality principle is not mentioned. He claims that "only law-making procedures that are widely responsive to the judgments of the citizenry are reliable protectors of basic individual rights," 64 and that there is "no plausible case that nondemocratic regimes could … qualify." 65 The eligible set of political regimes includes those that are, by being widely responsive, reliable protectors of abstractly justified rights of agency and jurisdiction. In other recent writing he still seems to embrace some sort of vague fairness principle but now argues that its implications are subject to reasonable disagreement and thus cannot provide any significant guidance. 66 Gaus thus seems to have either abandoned the political equality principle or the idea that this principle has any significant implications on which the members of the public could agree. There is no equality baseline anymore in institutional design.
As a consequence, Gaus now also rejects the idea that fairly specific types of democracy can be conclusively justified: members of the public can have "reasonable differences about how to rank different democratic regimes." 67 Within the set of widely responsive political regimes, history must choose. Gaus sees types of democracy as equilibria that have a path-dependent history and which are also based in informal social morality in the form of a political-moral culture. 68 Political authority too relies on informal social authority -an evolution of a political culture leading to the selection of one of a wide range of acceptable political systems….
[T]he state thus understood is itself a development of social morality, and so like all social morality it is the result of numerous individual choices over a long process that leads to a specific social 21 equilibrium. Again, this is not a collective "we choice" that we make together, or a one-time social contract or constitutional convention. It is an ongoing social choice, arrived at by a path-dependent history, and continually reaffirmed by the choices of its members. 69 I believe that Gaus' complex theory of social morality in OPR is of great importance, and I cannot do justice to it here. Based on the discussion in section 3, however, I want to make four more comments on his revised position on justified decision procedures. First, while Gaus has moderated his defence of supermajoritarianism, he continues to see it as a constraint on the eligible set of justifiable political regimes. He now accepts that in a deeply unjust society one may well "favour systems that incline towards majoritarianism." 70 Yet he denies that "we should ever aim at legislative systems that are strictly neutral between imposing and not imposing laws … , for … all coercive legislation, even that which improves our system of morality, must overcome a presumption against employing force against persons."
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As argued above, though, the idea that supermajoritarianism is a constraint on the eligible set of regimes has to be rejected. Gaus could at best defend supermajoritarianism as a sectarian preference within the eligible set. This is rendered permissible by his rejection of an (effective) political equality principle. Yet this rejection, together with the kind of reasonable disagreements about the non-coercion principle discussed in section 3, might also allow highly power-concentrating systems such as the British "Westminster" system into the eligible set, as long as they are minimally responsive to the citizenry and protects basic rights.
Second, Gaus' evolutionary account of political authority is merely a rough sketch that leaves many questions unanswered. Most notably, it neglects the important ways in which the emergence and change of a political order differ from the decentralized evolution of social morality. For one thing, constitutional change involves the centralized 22 strategic bargaining of political elites. For another, this bargaining is decisively structured by the meta-procedures for changing and amending the constitution. The process of constitutional change is a highly political process. Note especially that when meta-procedures for constitutional change are themselves supermajoritarian, or otherwise highly restrictive, they can lock-in decision procedures for normal legislation even when a large majority of the population dislikes them or sees them as unjust. In the recent constitutional reform process in Germany, for instance, all parliamentary partiesrepresenting almost all of the German electorate -agreed on the goal of reducing the veto power of the second chamber in order to strengthen the democratic rights of the majority, but the constitutional veto power of states made far-reaching reform infeasible. 72 Similarly, in the United States inequality-reducing reforms of the Senate or the Electoral College seem out of the question (and thus not really worth much political energy and deliberation) simply due to highly restrictive meta-procedures. It is thus unclear how the political processes in countries like Germany or the U.S. can be said to be "continually reaffirmed" by citizens in a sort of pre-political social process. 73 The process of changing the political order is not a pre-political social process but a highly political, and potentially biased, process that requires justification.
Third, since Gaus' justification of democracy has become more minimal and fully instrumentalist, it can easily be extended to meta-procedures. For these procedures, too, we can think of an optimal eligible set defined by the requirement of basic rights Finally, if we assume that such a principle can be agreed upon, this might also have important implications for Gaus' discussion of fairness considerations in the social evolution of norms. One crucial fairness problem results from the fact that social evolution in the real world may be driven by a great deal of political power and private coercion. Gaus readily admits that "many of our current rules were simply imposed on society by the powerful". 76 Yet in thinking about how members of the public might react to this obvious lack of fairness in the selection from the eligible set, he considers, and rejects, only two extreme and implausible fairness requirements. One is that every justifiable rule must have a perfectly fair evolutionary history. 77 The other is that the members of the public agree on a distributive norm of "meta-fairness" according to which the outcomes of social evolution must in some sense fairly satisfy the evaluative 24 standards of each. 78 I think there is a more plausible and empirically relevant possibility:
the members of the public may see social evolution and political democracy as complements. That is, they may accept the lack of procedural fairness in social evolution because there is a fair political procedure that can, at least in principle, authorize changes within the eligible set.
One familiar objection to this idea is that a fair political procedure might lead to unstable ("cyclical") decisions within the eligible set, as one majority coalition can be quickly replaced by the next. 79 However, transaction costs and psychological status quo bias tend to reduce cycling in the real world. 80 Moreover, the remaining potential for cycling implied by a fair majoritarian process may be valuable to the members of the public in two ways. 81 It may be intrinsically valuable in that it publicly expresses the equality of citizens in a way that social evolution cannot; it allows citizens to see that they are members of a minimally just regime. 82 And it may be instrumentally valuable by increasing the willingness of agents with strong fairness concerns to accept not only the results of the legislative process but also those of social evolution as binding. If individual agents feel that their own evaluative standards were deprived of fair consideration in social evolution and in the political process, their acceptance of social rules may be reduced. More technically, fairness concerns could enter some agents' utility functions so that proposals with a coercively biased history are eliminated from the eligible set. 83 By addressing such fairness concerns, therefore, the availability of a fair democratic process could help to constitute a sizeable eligible set in the process of social evolution. And it could do so even if -due to natural status quo bias -actual political efforts to change the results of social evolution are rare and hardly ever successful. Social evolution and political democracy may be complements rather than alternatives. 25 
Conclusion
What, if anything, does public reason liberalism imply for the design of political regimes?
The answer, I have argued, depends on whether or not we assume reasonable agreement on a sufficiently specific political equality principle. If we do not, the ideal of public reason only implies the instrumentalist idea that eligible political regimes must protect justified rights or principles. What is less clear is if and how the eligible set of regimes can be restricted to full democracies. Moreover, Gaus' additional claim that all eligible regimes are supermajoritarian, must be rejected as sectarian. His justification of supermajoritarianism relies on a reasonably objectionable conception of the non-coercion principle and it ignores the way in which the harm principle reverses the onus of justification.
If we do assume reasonable agreement on an effective political equality principle, the implications of Gaus' theory resemble those of more foundationalist egalitarian theories. The same principle that leads to a robust justification of democracy also implies, expect under special conditions, a fairly majoritarian (or otherwise neutral) type of democracy. Since significant departures from the equality baseline in institutional design tend to be subject to reasonable disagreement, majoritarian democracy is often justified by default.
